Colors And Horns
By Gianna Acosta
There once was a mother bird who had four eggs. The mother bird was white and beautiful, and wanted her children to be the same. The first three baby owls were. But when the last egg hatched, it was a multi-colored owl. His name was Owen. Sadly, he was sent away because he was not the same as his mother or siblings. They did not think that he was pretty or elegant.
Very sad, Owen traveled to Springfield, Missouri, and met a blue owl with horns whose name was Oscar. Nobody liked him because of his horns so he was also a homeless owl. The two owls became best friends. One day, they went to lunch across the street from Hobby Lobby.
“If you're looking for a home, we could go and see if we could get sold at that store,” said Oscar. Owen thought that was a good idea. The two went and soon were picked up by an employee and set on a shelf. The next day, Owen got bought.
Lonely and sad, Oscar wandered off to a store close by. Like the last time, he was put on a shelf. A few days later he got bought. When he got to his new home he was surprised. The same owner who bought him was the one that had bought Owen!
The two owls were very happy in their new home. Oscar became a singer. One of his songs is: Ducks and bunnies. He hasn't quite finished the whole song yet. Also, Owen wants to become a therapist. He is studying very hard. Even though Owen and Oscar were different, they were still able to follow their dreams. So, if you are different or not liked, remember this story and know that you can still follow your dreams like Owen and Oscar.

THE END.